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“How might we improve public health by providing safe access to water?”

That was the challenge that we were given, one of the biggest problems in the humankind. How could we, two
design students from the Instituto Europeo di Design, two MBA students from ESADE and two Telecommunication
Engineering students from the Technical University of Catalonia find a solution for this challenge?
Millions of people devoting their lives, billions of money invested, thousands of NGO’s created, millions of solutions
already implemented, but the problem hadn’t been solved yet.
Would we be capable of changing the situation, or at least, would we be able to add our own drop?
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1.0 RESEARCH REPORT
1.1 First overview
It seems obvious that the first step that we had to make was to understand the real situation. Although all of us
had a first impression of the dimensions of the problem that we were trying to solve, none of us had lived the
problem directly, so before trying to think of possible solutions we first tried to analyze properly the dimension of
the situation, the scenarios that were playing an important role on it and the personas involved. From the first
day we had very clear that if we wanted to provide a real solution we should put us on their shin and be experts
of the real challenge.

GLOBAL IMPACT
How much suffering can be prevented?
-

#people that may be at risk: 1.1 billion people don’t have access to an “improved” water supply for
drinking.
#people getting sick: 4 billion diarrhoea cases each year; 88% of it is due to unsafe water and inadequate
sanitation and hygiene.
#deaths: 1.8 million people die annually from diarrhoeal diseases, most are children under 5.
Diarrhea is the second leading cause of death among children under five in the world. Around 1.5 million
deaths each year - nearly one in five – are caused by diarrhea. It kills more children than malaria, AIDS,
and measles combined. (UNICEF, WHO)
Dehydration from diarrhea diseases is one of the most common causes of death for children in the world
1 in 5 children under 5years dies every 21seconds[*1]

But we could reduce this numbers:
“It is estimated that 94% of diarrhoeal cases are preventable through modifications to the environment,
including interventions to increase the availability of clean water and to improve sanitation and hygiene”
It is estimated that nearly 10% of the global disease burden could be reduced through improved water
supply, sanitation, hygiene, and water resource management. (UN Water)

SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACT
In many places of the world where water scarcity exists, it is not because of a physical lack of water, but because
the people living there do not have the means or the money to access the water that is directly beneath them.
~ 66% of people who lack safe drinking water live on less than $2 a day, 33% live on less than $1 a day.
The cost of water in many developing countries is 5-10 times higher than in most other countries. [2]
While.. Poor sanitation and water supply result in economic losses estimated at $260 billion USD. [2]
On average, every US dollar invested in water and sanitation provides an economic return of $8 USD. [2]
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The price they have to pay for water is not just economic:

Time. Walking for water costs women worldwide 200 million hours each day… women and children in particular..
- Women and children bear the burdens disproportionately, often spending six hour or more each day
fetching water for their families and communities. (UN)
- Women spend 200 million hours a day collecting water for their families
- The average distance a woman walks in Africa to collect water is 3.75 miles (6 km), greatly reducing the
time they have for other productive work, or for girls to attend school. (WHRNET)
- The primary caretakers for those who fall ill, reducing their time available for education and productive
economic efforts. [UNFPA]
- Enrollment rates for girls have been shown to improve by over 15% when provided with clean water and
toilet facility, because girls no longer have to walk miles every day to fetch water. (UN)
Health. Medical bills related to water-borne illnesses cost families in rural Africa precious household income.
Life. Every day, drinking contaminated water costs 5,000 children their lives.
Future. Missing school to walk for water or because of chronic diarrhea costs children their education and their
future.
443 million school days lost every year due to water-related illnesses that compromise students ability to
learn [Water is Life]
Access to clean water and hygiene results in improved school attendance, higher levels of education, and
ultimately economic growth.

1.2 Understanding the Problem
“How might we improve public health by providing safe access to water?”
1.2.1

What is Safe?

QUANTITY
The human being can live several weeks without food, but can only last for 3 days without drinking water on
average, depending on temperature and physical exertion[1]
Amount needed/day: To be able to normally function and stay healthy
 Drinking: at least 1 gallon
 Personal hygiene: 4 gallons, most of that must be potable
 To grow food and/or raise farm animals: may need 10 or 20 times the amount required for personal use.
Vegetables, beans and lettuce will last for 8 days at most without water “all going to be endangered,” [1] >>
ie.50-100 gallons


TOTAL =
o “This translates to 50 to 100 liters per person per day, with an absolute minimum of 20 liters per
person per day in emergency situations.”
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QUALITY
Types of water
1. “Potable”: Sufficiently free of dangerous microorganisms and contaminants that would be safe to drink.
- We all need clean drinking water; contaminated water threatens anyone’s health, especially
children
2. “Grey “: Recycled, non-potable water—avoid touching the body (showers, washing hands…) [1]
“Safe water”: Means water that will not harm you if you come in contact with it. The most common use of this
term applies to drinking water, but it could also apply to water for swimming or other uses. To be safe, the water
must have sufficiently low concentrations of harmful contaminants to avoid sickening people who use it. The list
of harmful contaminants includes: [*5]
1. Disease-causing microbes such as bacteria, viruses, and protozoans;
2. Cancer-causing chemicals such as many pesticides, organic solvents, petroleum products, chlorinated
byproducts of the disinfection process, and some metals and metalloids;
3. Nitrates and nutrients, endocrine-disrupting compounds, strong acids, strong bases, radionuclides,
and any other acutely toxic substance.
Water that is safe for one person may be unsafe for another. More susceptible to water-borne diseases when
immune system is weak, particularly in patients with HIV/AIDS, or recent bone-marrow transplant, and young
children, elderly, pregnant/nursing mothers [*1]
Also unsafe when contains Worms: such as whipworm, hookworm, and roundworm, cause many serious illnesses.
[*11]
Some of the Illnesses that microbes and worms cause are:
 Cholera: spreads quickly and can cause many deaths.
 years of illnesses: lead to other health problems (dehydration, infections, anemia, and malnutrition)
 most common sign of illnesses is diarrhea, so referred to as diarrhea diseases
 Dehydration from diarrhea diseases is the most common cause of death for children in the world.
How microorganisms are transmitted/spread disease
Microorganisms and worms live in human and animal waste (urine and feces). They cause “serious and long-lasting
illnesses when”: [*11]
1. “there is not a good way to get rid of human and animal wastes.
2. water supplies are not protected and kept clean.
3. there is not enough water to wash. “

OTHER SAFETY FACTORS


The weight of water that women in Asia and Africa carry on their heads is equivalent to the maximum
baggage weight allowed by airlines: 44 lbs (20 kg). (WHRNET)
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1.2.2

Medical research has documented permanent damage to women's health as a result of carrying water,
such as chronic fatigue, spinal and pelvic deformities, and effects on reproductive health, including
spontaneous abortion. (UNHABITAT)
In some parts of Africa, women spend as much as 85% of their daily energy intake gathering water,
increasing cases of anemia and other health problems. (UNHABITAT)

Focus on the Water Challenge in Rural Ghana

We focused our efforts in Ghana because it’s a stable African country so it is a good entry point for new ideas to
develop. Specifically, in rural Ghana, where the problem is greatest.

Improved water source
Improved sanitation facilities

2015-(% of population with access)
TOTAL
rural urban
88.7
84
92.6
14.9
8.6
20.2

[world bank]

“Ghana is one of the most densely populated countries in West Africa. Since the adoption of a new constitution
in 1993, Ghana has become more politically stable, but a history of coups, food shortages and corruption means
the country remains poor and indebted”.[water.org]
“More than 80 percent of people in Ghana have access to safe water, but only 13 percent of people have access
to improved sanitation. Dependency on unsafe water sources is higher in rural areas. In addition to lack of
sanitation infrastructure, some cultural beliefs and views encourage people in rural areas not to use latrines.
“[water.org]
To quantify how big the problem is in Ghana: [water.org]
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~ 11% of households in Ghana that rely on surface water for drinking often use it without treatment >>
results in high incidence of water-related diseases include schistosomiasis, typhoid fever, diarrhea and
Buruli ulcer; about 15 million infections of schistosomiasis are recorded every year in Ghana.
More than three million people don't have access to safe drinking water and over 85% of people don’t
have access to adequate sanitation(~23 million ppl).
Due to drinking contaminated water, diarrheal disease is the third most commonly reported illness at
health centers across the country
25 percent of all deaths in children under the age of five are attributed to diarrhea
>4,000 children>5 die annually from poor water & sanitation
The three northern regions are particularly deprived, with one in ten children dying before their fifth
birthday. [water.org]

Despite an investment of roughly a half a billion US dollars in infrastructure development over the past 20 years
from the government and its partners, many people in Ghana still lack affordable access to safe water. Although
progress has been made, the majority of rural water systems fail prematurely: current estimates indicate that 29%
of all rural and peri-urban hand pumps are broken, and an additional 49% are partially functioning. [*14]
 The Challenges
Several factors contribute to the lack of safe water access in Ghana: [*14]
1. Most people rely on surface water sources, which frequently contain life-threatening parasites and high
microbial content.
2. In some regions of the country, the water has significant water discoloration and contains dangerous
minerals.
3. During the dry season, many areas suffer from water scarcity.
4. Communities, particularly in rural areas, also lack basic training and capacity to maintain wells, hand
pumps and other systems that well-intentioned organizations have provided.
5. Lack of proper sanitation and hygiene frequently compounds contamination of existing water
sources. [*14]
1.2.3

Key stakeholders in Ghana water sector

Since early 1990s, major reforms in Ghana’s water and sanitation sector to address weaknesses. [R9]
 Appropriate institutional, legal, and regulatory structures are now largely in place, particularly for the urban
and rural water supply subsectors. Leading the sector:
1. The Ministry of Water Resources, Works, and Housing (MoWRWH) has provided leadership in the area of
drinking water supply, kept to policy formulation, and encouraged and supported the agencies under it to
perform their roles.
2. There are clear lines of responsibility and all subsector policies have been consolidated into the National
Water Policy (NWP) and the National Environmental Sanitation Policy. The Environmental Health and
Sanitation Directorate (EHSD) within the Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development (MLGRD),
recently upgraded to a directorate, has taken on a leadership role for sanitation in Ghana.
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INSTITUTIONS
National

Regional

District

Ministry of Water Resources,
Works and Housing

Regional Coordinating
Council

District Assembly

Community Water and
Sanitaton Agency

Regional Planning and
Coordinating Unit

Water and Sanitation
Management Team

Water Resources
Commission Of Ghana

CWSA Regional Office

Community / town

(Refer to [R31] for institution websites)

[R2]
OTHER DISTRICT LEVEL PLAYERS
Private sector

NGOs
CONIWAS

Water and Sanitation for the
Urban poor

Ghana water company limited
Bottled water business in
Ghana
•Aquabona
•AquaSplash
•…

•DANIDA
•CIDA
•WaterAid Ghana
•…
World Vision Ghana
Ghana WASH project
•Rain Water for Africa
•WaterHealth International
•Safe Water Network
•…

(Refer to [R32] for other district level players and important actors institution websites)
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1.2.4

Trend Research & Analysis

GENERAL
We explored general trends that could be relevant to water to help identify problems and opportunities. Some of
the trends identified are:
Problems
Deepening income inequality
Persistent jobless growth
Rising population in developing world
Rising pollution in developing world(&
decreasing air pollution in Africa)

Opportunities
Deeping income inequality.
Solutions by WEF*
Persistent jobless growth.
Solutions by WEF*
Water In Africa Through
Everyday Responsiveness

3D printing

WaterHealth International

Internet of things

United States Peace Corps

Local social initiatives

Safe Water Network*

Connectivity (IoT, Sensors,
Expanding network coverage)

*WEF: World Economic Forum

WATER IN GHANA
• Increasing water stress

[R6] COUNTRY PROGRAMME EVALUATION -WaterAid in Ghana-Briefing Note, December 2010
“The evaluation identifies sector blockages and strategic priorities, examines the effectiveness of internal
processes and external outcomes, and the sustainability of service delivery and influencing work.
The key problems identified:
1) The water and sanitation sectors continue to be under-resourced by the central government, with budgets
heavily reliant on donor support.
 95% of capital funding is from donors [sector investment report]
 Low government funding to the sector as a key blockage to progress.
2) ineffective decentralisation and inadequate district-level capacity were hampering progress
- local governments: responsible for Provision of water and sanitation in Ghana
- urban and rural areas both have: 1) elected assemblies, 2)‘deconcentrated’ bodies
- Has staff representing central government organs ex. ministries.
- duality of power weakens the sector as local governments have difficulty in controlling the work of locally
based officers who report to their line ministries.
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3) The Environmental Health and Sanitation Directorate of the Ministry of Local Government and Rural …, one
of the high-level government agencies leading the sector >> in particular, is unable to fill its required staffing
positions”
SUSTAINABILITY OF WATER SUPPLIES
[R9]Country Status Overview-WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION IN GHANA -Turning finances into services for
2015 and beyond, 2009-2010

“Priority actions to tackle these challenges, and ensure finance is effectively turned into services, are:
 Subsectors: 1.rural water supply, 2.urban water supply, 3.rural sanitation & hygience, 4.urban san & H..
 Rural water supply
1. Close the funding gap for rural water supply.
2. Revisit implications on sustainability of removing the 5 percent community contribution to capital costs.
3. Identify innovative ways of providing drinking water to challenging hydro-geological areas.
 Sector wide
1. Empower District Assemblies to take full ownership of service delivery through capacity building and funding
support.
2. Ensure greater synergy between the CWSA and GWCL in implementation of projects to benefit from
economies of scale and avoid under- or over-laps in service areas.
3. Urgently pursue the development of comprehensive sector investment plans.
4. Ensure better linkage between sector targets and funding allocations.
5. Increase domestic allocations and disbursements to sector institutions and ensure prompt utilization of funds.
6. Provide greater visibility for sanitation by further defining and disaggregating sanitation budget lines.
7. Develop innovative approaches to financing, particularly for sanitation.
8. Undertake regular monitoring of the equity of access to services.
9. MoWRWH should collaborate with Ghana Statistics Service to conduct a water-, sanitation-, and hygienespecific survey to provide needed data not captured under the national representative surveys.
10. Agree to definitions and a set of national indicators for water supply and sanitation.
11. Implement the District Monitoring and Evaluation System nationally.”

[R13] Pump-Priming Payments for Sustainable Water Services in Rural Africa,
In this research paper, published in the journal World Development, they show how after the free trialled
maintenance service, villagers are more convinced of the value of paying for a reliable water service. (monthly
payment for service)
MOBILE PAYMENTS
More than 2.5 billion adults around the world lacking access to a formal bank
account. In this case mobile money services offer a potential solution for financial
inclusion. In rural areas of sub-saharan Africa Bill payments, social welfare
payments, salary payments etc.. can be delivered more effectively via mobile.
[R34]
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List of WSPs leveraging M2M:
Oxford University, mobile Water for Development
Research Group*
SweetLab
Welldone*
Grundofs Lifelink
Sarvajal
None of them working in Ghana

Location
Several african countries
Global
Kenya
East Africa
India

1.3 Need finding
From our research and insights from interviews, the main water problems in Ghana are both accessibility &
Potability (ie quality); difficult to access water, and when accessed often not clean
Limited options force many rural communities to rely on contaminated open sources. In Fiaso, the river, and in
Chereponi the dam. >> describe scenarios >> affect: wasting time collecting water instead of doing productive
activities (mainly women and children)

Ousman, from Fiaso, Ghana

1.3.1

Persona & Scenario

Name: Ramatu
Age: 32 years old
From: Wenchiki, Chereponi District, Northern Region
# Kids: 6
Education: stopped in secondary school, forced betrothal at age 14 (She’s 1 of 3 wives)
Work: farming in rainy season, selling firewood and petty trading in dry season
Worries: not getting enough rain, children’s health
 Her children become ill regularly, which leaves her little time for education and economic activities (as the
primary caretaker)
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Contaminants
enter

Dehydrat
ion

Diarrhea

DEATH

Insights from interviews >> The problem in Ghana
 “problem is one, most of the places water source is no good”
 Dam as source: not a good source >> animals share the water so contaminate it
 Very little rainfall sometimes so dig bore holes, which are salinated, no good >> forced to drink this
because no other option
 30% wells are broken in Ghana
 Solution approach “Take technologies and be able to monetize them… multiple streams of income gives
you the ability to give things away for free.. and helps you give transformation in these areas” ex. Solar
machine
To identify the specific needs, will determine key problem >> root cause(s) >> need
1.3.2

Water Quality Needs

In order to reduce occurrence of Water borne diseases, need drinking water which is safe = free of dangerous
contaminants. Our focus will be on microorganisms only (ie. No chemicals or worms).
As identified in our research, and with the help of the persona and scenarios above, the key problems for quality
are:
1. people die from waterborne diseases most often due to dehydration; dehydration is most dangerous for small
children, because it can happen very quickly [*12]
2. Close link between water & sanitation
NEEDS: to prevent deaths – to purify/treat water in contaminated common sources, access to safe water for
rehydration, sanitation facilities & hygiene,
While prevention of waterborne diseases is the best approach to use, medical treatment is essential when a
person is seriously ill with a disease. [*13]
all these needs need money to be met – need for funding for water treatment, sanitation facilities, and hygiene
awareness programs
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Domestic water safety is measured using the count for “zero indicator organisms” “Indicator organisms are
microbes which are found in large numbers in faeces and faecally polluted water. Their presence in water samples
indicates that the water has been faecally contaminated and is thus not safe to drink without prior disinfection.”
[*1]
Guideline values for verification of microbial quality included in APPENDIX2[*3]
1.3.3

Water Accessibility Needs

In rural Ghana,.The key problems for accessibility are:
1) Limited options for clean water
“Over 3 million people have no choice but to collect dirty water from unsafe sources” [wateraid]
Root Causes
Needs
1. Many only have the option of relying on To have more clean water source options – build
contaminated open sources (dams/rivers)
more wells, dams, … Typical cost for a new well £56,000**
2. Usually collect rain if possible, but has been scarce To collect and store sufficient amount of water 20L
in dry season, Getting worse with climate change
per day per person ~3,660L/person (=20*183)*
3. Purchasing water not affordable
To reduce the price of treated water sold
* assuming dry season is on average 183days, calculated based on data from [R15] Rainy season from March/April until August/September,
dry season from September to March
**costs of drilling, well building, geological survey and water quality testing

2) Distance to source
Wasted time that could be spent on productive activities
Root Causes
Needs
1. Lack of distribution system from source- water not To connect source to communities with piping
supplied or connected by municipal systems
2. uncertainty in dry season make problem worse, To know the availability of water in nearby sources
often have to travel to several sources to find water
3) Many improved water points donated by NGOs are not being used
Root Causes
Needs
1. often broken
Regular maintenance,
sustainability issues…
2. avoided because of taste (too salty)***
Treatment

and

address

other

*** feedback from interviews with Ernest & Basuru

Important insight from interviews (3 local contacts): Wells not being used because either broken, or too salty.
Even if available, will prefer drinking from open source (dam/river..) instead of salty water from borehole, which
tastes very bad and “borehole quality making teeth go bad”.. increases chances of getting diseases
NEEDS: Salty >> need to desalinate (solutions available); broken>>need to maintain and address other
sustainability issues
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Required water service levels-acceptable water services: users receive a minimum of a basic service - 20
litres/person/day (l/c/d); within 500m walking distance; with the service available for more than 95 % of the
time.
This is a problem not just for the community, but for the NGO as well
1.3.4

Focus on Water Source Sustainability Needs

Water supply in rural Ghana has been improving, reaching 65-76% of the rural population. [R11] However, from
our interviews, the high number does not necessarily mean more people are getting safe water. One of our local
contacts informed us that 30% of wells in Ghana are not functioning, with many more only partially functioning.
To make things worse, these people are counted as “served”, which doesn’t encourage attention to be placed in
these areas. When we looked into it further we found discovered how big the problem was:
In Ghana
Although about half a billion dollars has been invested in infrastructure development in Ghana over the last 20
years, many people still don’t have access to affordable safe water; despite the progress made, most of the water
systems fail in rural areas fail prematurely [*14].
At any given time, most of the water supply infrastructure is either broken or partially functioning. [R11].
According to a study by the IRC Triple S Project, about 78% of hand-pumps are not working as expected: 29% are
broken, and 49% are only partially functioning. [R20] In three districts surveyed in another study, (East Gonja,
Akatsi, Sunyani West), only 2% of the infrastructure was providing the intended basic level of service [Adank et al,
2012]. The image below shows the proportion of point sources functioning (those managed by WATSAN vs. not)
Rural Africa
Worldwide, 780 million people don’t have access to reliable basic water supplies, with many rural African areas
particularly struggling to achieve water security. [R12] About 200 million people in rural Africa obtain water
services from locally managed handpumps. When they fail, the service is disrupted for an extended time, which
leads to high financial, health, and development costs , which are avoidable [R13] With 1 in 3 handpumps broken
at any time, communities forced to rely on water sources which are not safe. A study by the Rural Water Supply
Network found 36% of hand pumps across 21 countries in sub-Saharan Africa were not functional. This level of
failure is equivalent to a wasted investments of $1.2-1.5 billion [R11]
Why Focus on Sustainability?
As shown in the statistics above, greater water coverage in rural areas does not necessarily mean that a greater
proportion of people are being provided sustainable water services, which are critical to their health and
wellbeing. Reliable infrastructure is essential for the independence and economic opportunity of communities;
without it, developing countries’ public health, productivity and long-term growth are hindered [welldone.org].
Challenges of turning infrastructure into sustainable water services in many developing countries are various and
complex. In remote areas, a minor breakdown (ex. Pump) can lead the community to abandon it. As such, it is
crucial to improve the performance of handpumps and the reliability of water supply; governments and donors
recognize this as being a persistent challenge in improving rural water security [R12]
Sustainability Needs
To identify specific sustainability needs, asked ourselves “why are wells breaking down?”
1. Water point operation and maintenance not reliable [R12]
2. Handpumps, which are the most common solution for supplying water to rural areas in Africa, very often
break within 2 years when not properly maintained. [R24]
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“Pump replacements usually result of adhoc project interventions through NGOs and Government agencies like
CWSA. Thus, there are no systematic or planned mechanisms of handpumps replacements of rural water point
systems and replacements are also not happening.” [WaterAid]
3. In most cases, local people can’t maintain because don’t have the capacity to repair broken community pumps
and other systems, in terms of both training or access to parts for pumps, [R24] [*14]
4. Study by IRC WASH with 3 districts in Ghana, showed that overall only 23% of resepondents were receiving
an acceptable water service, with only 10% in the Northern region district (East Gonja) [R36]
Long term solution: preventive maintenance. Specifically, NEEDS determined to ensure sustainability:
1. Maintenance technical capacity 3. Maintenance Financing
5. Water service Management
2. Spare parts & supply chain
4. Consumer Engagement
6. Information for Service Monitoring

1. MAINTENANCE TECHNICAL CAPACITY NEEDS
Types of Maintenance
According to IRC WASH, in order to make sure that water point systems with handpumps keep working, important
to carry out “Capital maintenance and operation and minor maintenance”. [R36]
An example of capital maintenance which is often needed is in the case of wells which fail because the water is
too far underground, so community not able to get a steady stream, and thus not enough water to meet their
needs. It has been suggested that the most sustainable solution in such cases has been a deep well with the
installation of Vergnet or India Mark II pumps; since, in remote areas, any type of technology which is
sophisticated (non-mechanical) is not sustainable due to the unavailability of because electricity and spare parts
are unavailable [R24].
As for minor maintenance, they need to be carried on a regular and reliable basis. In order to this, maintenance
teams are needed, with skills to fix and train local community, as well as access to spare parts. Currently, training
and parts needed are being provide by NGO rehabilitation teams. [R24]
Water System Technologies
Barriers of providing appropriate technology for the poor: [R20]
1. Although boreholes, hand-dug wells and small town piped schemes require a low capital investment, users
have to spend significant time and energy to pump the water – as a burden, it lowers willingness to pay.
2. In the case of small-town piped systems, often they are designed and built based on consumption projections
for consumption which are much higher that what actually occurs, which results in overbuilding and high perliter capital and operating costs that are unnecessary. Makes it difficult to sustain financially
3. The majority of rural communities don’t have electricity, which limits options for water pumping, conveyance
and treatment.
In a market assessment by Safe Water Network, 3 key treatment technologies identified to address these
technology challenges and provide access to sustainable safe water to rural communities in Ghana, convenient
and affordable solutions: Limited Mechanization Systems (LMS) , Modular Slow Sand Filtration (MSSF), Membrane
Filtration (MF) [refer to benchmarking section for more details] “significant potential to serve the poor.” Using
these technologies can have great impact: MSSF and MF together could provide safe water to about 1.2 million
people in Ghana – those in communities which are not suitable for boreholes because assumed to have poor
ground water potential [CWSA]
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In addition to water treatment options, solar power technologies can reduce operating costs and provide access
to water to communities that don’t have a reliable source of electricity; most are poor rural communities. - About
70% of rural communities don’t have electricity. Solar power could “serve up to 8.5 million people in rural areas”.
Solar electricity is a necessity for many small communities which plan to install a mechanized water system but
don’t have electricity. Also, there’s potential to generate additional revenue from cell phone charging service.
Economics
In order to reduce capital and other operating costs, as well as streamline management: 1) deploy low-cost tech
options 2) establish systems to serve clusters of nearby communities, with centralized training and technical
support. “This is particularly critical in addressing the needs of rural communities where the majority of the poor
live. “[R20]
>>NEEDS: “Small, poor communities (700-1,000 population) can be served while covering operating costs if percapita consumption is strong, if clustering approaches are employed, and if recovery of initial capital is not
required” [R20] - Key Recommendation from Safe Water Network study
Local Capacity
Weak local capacity constrains the ability to maintain and repair water systems, which in turn prevents generation
of sufficient cash flow for sustainable operations. Currently, there’s inadequate capacity for oversight, operation
and technical servicing of most of the communal water systems in Ghana. Municipal and District Assemblies, who
legally own the water systems, have not been able to provide the sufficient training and supervision support
needed to manage water systems at the community level. At the community level, most Water and Sanitation
Management Teams (WSMTs) are inactive, and function only on the goodwill of individual members. [R20]
Safe Water Network identifies three approaches to address local capacity challenges: [R20]
1) Build the capacity of Technical Institutes so that they can train local technicians in the repair and maintenance
of water systems. They are secondary educational institutions which provide practice-based professional
training, and they can contribute in developing the needed technical capability to manage water systems at
the local-level.
2) Professionalize the work of those responsible for community water systems (WSMTs, operators, and vendors)
by introducing monetary incentives, allowances and commissions. Most piped systems in Ghana provide
similar incentives, which has led to a relatively higher level of functionality of their management structures
3) Provide non-monetary incentives, such as certificates and citations, to Environmental Health Assistants, who
are responsible for oversight on community water and sanitation issues, so that they can be encouraged to
provide WSMTs with supportive supervision.
>>NEEDS: “Strengthen the capacity of Technical Institutes and provide appropriate incentives to WSMTs,
operators, vendors, and EHAs”. - Key Recommendation from Safe Water Network study
2. SPARE PARTS & SUPPLY CHAIN NEEDS
In many communities, when there’s a break down(ex. Pump), difficult to locate spare parts shops, and expensive
to buy if located. There’s a need to make access to spare parts easier, in terms of both availability and affordability.
Role of Supply Chain Management
Supply chain of handpump spare-parts is managed primarily by donors and Governments, but both the public and
private sectors are generally involved. According to a WaterAid study, Ghanaian Government is not assumed to
have the capacity to take on this role, and so it recommends pursuing a “learning journey”, which is a process
approach – “a coordinated stakeholder approach that has the potential to facilitate the development of informed
options for the end users”- “facilitated by business development and supply chain practitioners.
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In Ghana, a project was launched which attempted to improve supply chain management of spare parts, where
SKAT Foundation (CWSA Ghana) provided parts to a central distribution agent with 4 outlets. The project still
needs much donor support, but claims to be able to provide a level of demand that ensures long-term
sustainability. Furthermore, studies found that in general, potential private sector operators lacked in creation of
the network, or donor support with financial capital, or both [CWSA]
Key factors affecting supply chain success in Ghana: [R20]
1)Supply chain management: donors providing the supply chain management role in a non-formalized way
2)Technology Choice: standardization policy defining handpump procurement
3)Supply chain type: public/private supply chains

[R20]
Spare parts supply chains effective and sustainable when: [CWSA]
1) a private sector operator sees a long-term commercial incentive to fulfill this role
2) the operator has the necessary business expertise and financial capital
3) the operator has existing links to a distributors network
4) communities have enough funds for the repair

3. MAINTENANCE FINANCING NEEDS
Community funding of maintenance (especially for significant repairs) is weak due to weak culture of paying water
tariffs in most rural communities ins Ghana, which makes it difficult for commercial water systems to raise the
revenue needed to meet operating and capital maintenance expenses. This is because: [R20]
 Most communities in rural Ghana are accustomed to free, easily available water from surface and other
sources, which are often unsafe
 Historically, the Ghanaian government and NGOs have provided water facilities, and in some cases
maintenance and repair, for free. So communities tend to rely on the NGO, even for minor repairs.
Most partners in the water sector in Ghana have not been successful in developing
sustainable financing which can deal with breakdowns quickly. Water service
payments influence the functionality of water systems, which is demonstrated in its
effects on water service levels. [R36] For example, pic on right, broken for over a
year, and can be repaired with only GHC20(=$10)[R20]
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A Stanford study shows that rural households in Ghana are paying very little for improved water services, which
has resulted in the finances of many village water committees being in poor shape.

COST RECOVERY
% communities reporting household collections cover…
… operating costs
… minor repairs
… major repairs

51%
65%
30%

On the other hand, community members of the water systems with the highest functionality (therefore highest
service levels), were generally paying for water. “This is an indication that systems where users have a high
willingness and ability to pay are better placed to spend on operations and minor maintenance and hence remain
sustainable”. [R36] Therefore, there is a need for community funding of maintenance, at least minor, to remain
sustainable
>>NEEDS: “Water financing, including microcredit for households and SME financing for businesses, could be
developed and deployed to catalyze provision of safe water for the poor.” - Key Recommendation from [R20]
4. CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT
Even where users have a high willingness to pay for water which is safe, this willingness is greatly influenced by
convenience. A study showed adoption of households near the site were high, by beyond 100meters there’s a
significant drop-off” [R20]
>>NEEDS: “Ensure convenient access, implement effective outreach, and incentivize health educators to drive
safe water use.” [R20] - Key Recommendation from Safe Water Network study
5. WATER SERVICE MANAGEMENT NEEDS FOR SUSTAINABILITY
The water service can be provided and managed by a local community or the private sector (i.e. entrepreneurs,
private companies, etc.)
Key success factors
to manage water systems across multiple communities: [R1]-safe water network
o sufficient local capacity - can be successfully managed through effective partnerships between communitylevel and cluster-level stakeholders essential to ensure sufficient management capacity at local level
o clarity of roles and responsibilities.
o transparency between parties
o Proper alignment of incentives: where everyone benefits from the financial success of a water system
 Success will depend critically on the ability to: [R20]
1) “engage with consumers to increase per-capita consumption of safe water
2) widely deploy appropriate low-cost technologies,
3) partner with local institutions to build capacity at the community level,
4) improve the enabling regulatory environment for private participation, and
5) provide appropriate financing where needed. “
Requirements for local ownership and sustainability - based on studies by Safe Water Network,
in order for community-level water systems to be locally sustainable. [R20]
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Requirements for Sustainable Water Services Six identified by Safe Water Network [R20] – key barriers and
proposed solutions to providing sustainable water service using a market-based approach targeting the poor. All
have been discussed in the previous sections, except for Policy Environment:
>>NEEDS: ”Improve the enabling environment for private participation by enforcing affordable tariffs and
eliminating overlap in the jurisdictions of different government agencies.” This is reaffirmed by another study by
WaterAid where the identify a need for staff collaboration from NGOs, partners and policy
There’s potential to provide sustainable safe water to the poor through “Market-based approaches” , which have
a goal of establishing the local ownership, capacities, financial resources, and support systems that are needed to
ensure the sustainability of water systems [R20]
Solution Recommendations [R8]
1. “Build on national systems − CWSA is in the lead. Indicator framework built upon national norms and
standards and building on the national monitoring system (DiMES)
2. Use of mobile phone technology for data collection − Use of Akvo FLOW enabled quick data collection,
processing and analsyis.
3. Involve the users of the data, the relevant district staff, in the collection of the data − District staff collect,
process and analyse the data
4. Ensure sufficient support to the districts − Regional CWSA staff supporting district staff
5. As much as possible, de-projectize monitoring − Multiple projects supporting the scaling-up “

Indicators for monitoring performance of water service providers [R20]
Management & Governance
Composition of WSMT & operating staff
Recordkeeping &accountability
no political & chieftaincy interference

Operational
Spare parts supply & technical services
Corrective Maintenance & routine maintenance
Water quality testing

Financial Management
Revenue/expenditure balance
Financial management
Tariff setting
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In summary, there’s a need to monitor:
Water facilities
Number, location & type of facilities
Functionality

Level
of
service
provided, in terms of...
Quality
Quantity
Accessibility
Reliability

Performance of service
providers, in terms of...
Governance
Operations
Financial Management

Service Authority & support functions, in
terms of...
Presence of a District Works Department
District Water & Sanitation Plan
Bidget allocation & utilization
Facility management plans & bye-laws
NGO coordination
Monitoring support

6. INFORMATION NEEDS FOR SERVICE MONITORING
“A lack of quality, timely information on rural supply is one of the biggest challenges facing the sector today” [R7]
>> can’t solve a problem when don't know what or where it is
>>NEEDS: Improve operation and maintenance of rural water supplies by overcoming a systematic information
deficit; Need for reliable info for Monitoring. Info needed to: [R7]
plan new investments
decide where to rehabilitate old schemes

Monitor the sustainability of different technologies & management styles
argue against political pressure to invest in areas with well above avg coverage

For the Institutions, information needed to inform: [R8]
o At district level: 1)asset management, 2) corrective actions, 3)planning & decision making
o At national level: 1)strategic planning, 2)regulation, 3)sector debate
For NGOs: “A robust monitoring and evaluation system that records and analyses programme outputs and
outcomes is very much needed to improve the quality of learning, reporting and planning” {WaterAid]
Keeping the data updated[R7]
After baseline data, keeping it updated is one of the greatest challenges for any monitoring tool. Most of the time,
it’s done manually. Based on their work with water point mapping, WaterAid admit that “Monitoring information
is fragmented at present… no alternative system exists”
>>NEEDS: new technology which can “make data collection and management more user friendly, more scalable
and more sustainable. “ [WaterAid]
Up-to-date info needed for: [R7]
1. Proper planning with real facts , “long over due” in Ghana according to wateraid.. without it, has led “to
distortions in the implementation of projects/programmes.”
2. Donor support – many insist on the evidence on the ground before being able to process loan applications,
grants etc. “need to present real cases …depicting the gaps to fill and how much effort time and material, as
well as personnel needed”.

Main challenges for keeping data updated [R8]
1. Local government doing continuous monitoring, without project funds.
2. “In order to improve water services, monitoring alone is not enough. Local governments need capacity,
finance, logistics, skills in order to respond to the monitoring data.”
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1.4 Benchmarking
1.4.1

Solutions addressing Water Quality

Ways to purify water…
Normally all existing solutions are divided into 4:
 Mechanical based on local materials (sand, gravel, etc.);
 Mechanical related to high technologies, such as filters of all types;
 Electric-powered
 Chemical
All these solutions require maintenance (even if it is not complex) and informing the end-user.

[*3]
TECHNOLOGIES
See appendix 11
EXAMPLES
Most common types of solutions used in developing countries
Filter Systems [R17]
CERAMIC BUCKET FILTER by WATERisLIFE*
This is the simplest form of water filtration and can filter 5,000 gallons of water. The filter can be
cleaned with a simple abrasive pad. This is a two-bucket system, one mounted atop the other.
NANO BUCKET FILTER by WATERisLIFE*
A hollow fiber membrane filtration system) is similar to a common kitchen strainer or coffee filter
but at a microscopic level.
The Life Straw [R17]
The filter is a portable water purifier, which can be used in any water source to provide clean and
safe drinking water.

Purification using Solar heat
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Solar Stills

o Eliodomestico Solar Still [R26]
It works like a regular solar still, only it should be cheaper, easier to make and
more portable. The Eliodomestico is made from terracotta pots and a metal
“boiler.”
 solar water purifiers
It vaporizes and condenses the water and runs it down into the purified water
collection channel. The water is then heated and pasteurized, and additional exposure to the sun's ultraviolet light
completes the purification process [source: SunSure Water].


Solar Kettle boils water using the Sun's rays [Contemporary Energy
Ltd]

1.4.2 Solutions addressing Water Accessibility
Content:
1) Limited options >> providing new sources (ex. Building wells, digging dams, …)
2) Distance >> providing distribution (ex. Piping..)
3) Improved water points not being used >> providing monitoring and maintenance and funding
>>organizations & collaborations
NEW SOURCES
1) Drilling
Drilling usually is first step in order to improve local water sources. Drilling a bore hole usually is a more sustainable
solution. The depth depends on geology of the area.
1. Hydraulic drilling rig can drill to hundreds of meters and is a most expensive
solution. The investment for the well in this case is around $5000-$25000.[R17]

2. Small conventional rig. Small cable-tool rigs, small trailer-mounted hydraulic rigs and unconventional
mechanical rigs are simpler and lower-cost options. Wells can be drilled for less
than $8,000 total.[R17]

3.

Minimal costs and technical sophistication. Can be used for drinking water
supply and irrigation. Cost estimates around few hundred – few thousand US
Dollars. [R17]
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2) Water Source Excavation
In many parts of the world, a community's water source is a man-made lake or reservoir. These reservoirs
accumulate the water during rainy season and store it for the year. Water should be treated before use due to
contamination issues.
3) Rain water catchment systems
Rain water is not totally safe. Filtering, boiling or UV treatment is recommended.
4) “Making Water”
Water condensing from air. In Israel condensing was used to water plants and in Canary Islands condensing is
used for grape growing. http://www.opur.fr humidity?
There are different ways to condensate the water, but some of them require electricity.
http://www.gizmag.com/airdrop-wins-james-dyson-award/20471/
http://www.iflscience.com/technology/bicycle-bottle-system-condenses-humidity-air-drinkable-water
Other Ideas:
1. Which plants can be used to extract water?
All kind of plants except poisoness. The Difference is the quantity of water we can obtain. From some
plants we have to condensate, from other we can drink directly (depends on region). Some plants can
extract water from yeso. The quantity is minimal.
2. How can we can create water with chemical reaction – we can combining hydrogen and oxygen. Not
feasible. http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/10/071031125457.htm
WATER DISTRIBUTION
1. Water Wheel- Wello. Water reservoir which tackles a problem of bearing heavy water.
2. Piping solution in rural Ghana
ACCESS TO FUNDS (FUNDRAISING)
1) ROCA Foundation
2)





Water to Thrive.org [27]
Partnerships on the Ground
Sponsorship - Connecting People With People
General Donations - Growth and Operations
Water Angels

WATER SUPPLY MAINTENANCE
Hand Pump repairs
Many people in developing countries rely on a hand pump for their water supply. Like any other mechanical
device, hand pumps wear out. Tens of thousands of hand pumps in the developing world need simple repairs. The
causes and the frequency of malfunction are affected by many variables. Keeping hand pumps sustainable is a
priority.
WATERisLIFE offers a program in pump repair and replacement. The program incorporates modifying hand-dug
wells to install covers and hand pumps.. WATERisLIFE teams install and repair submersible (including solar), India
MK II and III, Afridev, Vergnet, bush, and Water4 Access pumps. [R17]
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Water Monitoring Projects
[R4] SMARTerWASH
What they do
There are three smart components that will be operationalized:
1. The District Monitoring and Evaluation System (DiMES) to analyse and collect data against sector
guidelines.
2. Akvo FLOW to collect data using mobile phones and visualise it online.
3. SkyFox SMS to help communities report problems, order spare parts, and access financing.
What is being monitored? [R8]
All improved communal water systems (handpumps, piped schemes and standpipes) and their management:
 Functionality
 Service levels
 Reliability
 Accessibility - distance
 Accessibility – crowding
Where they work
Ghana
Partnerships
Joint initiative : CWSA, IRC, Akvo, WfP(Water for People), SkyFox

The Water Project
What they do
They do projects in water supply and then monitor every project
Where they work
Burkina Faso, Kenya, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, South Sudan, and Uganda
Partnerships
Water project train and partner local NGO’s.

[R7] WATER POINT MAPPING(WPM)
What they do
They monitor the sate of water sources. They ask to fill 1 page questionnaire and take GPS coordinates. All
measures are taken manually:
 Status
 Main hardware problem
 Water quantity
 Water quality
 Other reason WP not functional
 Breakdown date
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The main strength is simplicity, the main drawback-reliability of data
Where they work
Tanzania, Rwanda, Uganda and Kenya
Partnerships
Private companies, such as Geodata in Tanzania have been used to collect baseline data
Local Government Authorities conducted the surveys in Malawi
NGOs like Afram Plains Development Organisation in Ghana

1.4.3 Organizations
See appendix 13

1.4.4

Water Safety Projects/Collaborations

[R19] WASH PROJECT
The Ghana Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) Project is a four-year, USAID-funded initiative to improve rural
and peri-urban communities through the improvement of water and sanitation facilities, and complementary
hygiene education.
Relief International, the Adventist Development Relief Agency and Winrock International are working together to
to provide necessary physical infrastructure as well as behavior change communication, community support and
local agency capacity building.
Water & Sanitation for Urban Poor (WSUP)
They work with water utilities companies and independent operators to deliver improved water services to people
living in low income areas. Their strategy is developing service delivery models, which are affordable to the people
who use them. Also they test new delivery options, develop contracts between utilities companies and
independent operators, improve the quality and quantity of water.
[R11] Water services that last, Ghana Triple-S initiative,
Triple-S (Sustainable Services at Scale) is a six-year, multi-country learning initiative to improve water supply to
the rural poor. The Community Water and Sanitation Agency (CWSA) is leading Triple-S in Ghana in partnership
with IRC International Water and Sanitation Centre .
The initiative is currently operating in Ghana and Uganda
Triple-S is working with partners on the ground in Ghana and Uganda and at the International level to promote
shifts in sanitary education and water safety.
[R29] International water association
The IWA is working with partners under a (EU-ACP) Water Facility project. The goal of the project is to improve the
health of the Ghanaian population by ensuring high quality, sustainable national water quality testing, monitoring and
surveillance within the service areas of Ghana Water Company Limited (GWCL).
The IWA works with ProNet, a local NGO to organize community members, schools and youth groups within the
Barekese basin of Ashanti Region to participate in simple water quality monitoring activities through the World Water
Monitoring Challenge (WWMC) programme.
The WWMC is an international education program that creates public awareness and involvement in protecting water
resources around the world by engaging citizens to conduct basic monitoring of their local water bodies. The IWA is
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also collaborating with Ghana Education Service (GES) and School Health Educational Programme (SHEP) in developing
educational materials on water quality and trains teachers in schools about sanitation.

[R30] Vitens Evides International
Water quality monitoring and surveillance
The project aims to ensure high quality, sustainable water quality testing, monitoring and surveillance. They
established a Central Water Quality Hub in Accra and now strengthening regional GWCL laboratories. Awareness
increase is introduced in the catchments of Weija in Accra, Barekese in Ashanti region and Pra in Western Region.

OTHER
[R23] Ushahidi
Ushahidi is a tool for collecting, managing, and visualizing data.
Data can be collected from anyone, anytime, anywhere by SMS, email, web, Twitter,
and RSS.
Posts can be managed and triaged with filters and workflows.
Data can be viewed in many ways: on a map, in a list, or as a visualization.
Anyone can use Ushahidi, but traditionally it has been a tool used by Crisis Responders,
Human Rights Reporters, and Citizens & Governments (such as election monitoring or
corruption reporters). It is also used environmental mappers, for asset monitoring,
citizen journalism, international development, and many others.
EXAMPLE – Yolanda typhoon help relief reporting damages and aid development
[R10] DGroup
It is an online platform offering tools and services for individuals and organizations in order to bring them together
in the international development community. Was started in 2002.
VISION: “ a world where every person is able to contribute to dialogue and decision-making for international
development and social justice”
Partner in Ghana: FARA - Forum for Agricultural Research in Africa .. DFID is a full partner

1.5 Interpretation of findings
Problem Definition
After doing lots of research and interviews, we defined the problem in 3
categories. First, the sources of water are usually scarce, and options are limited.
This connects to the second problem which is the transport of water; sources are
often far and many women and children have to walk miles several times a day
to get water. And finally, even when water is found and collected, it is often of
bad quality.

1. Source. Our contact suggested that the main problem is not only scarcity
of water, but inappropriate water sources of potable water such as rivers, standing water, etc.
2. Quality. Water contamination problem is very important in developing countries because of water-related
diseases. Our contact suggested installing filtering at a source.
3. Transportation. People waste a lot of their personal time to find water.
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“How might we improve public health by providing safe access to water?”
“How might we prevent water-borne diarrhea diseases by providing access to potable drinking water?”
Opportunity Hypotheses considered
Preliminary Opportunity Hypotheses
- “we believe condensing/boiling water is an opportunity because it eliminate diarrhea-caused deaths”
- “we believe that separating animals from source of water is an opportunity to prevent water source
contamination”
• “we believe rain water is an opportunity because it doesn’t contain diarrhea-causing bacteria”
“we believe that providing information about water availability/quality is an opportunity because 50% of attempts
to dig wells are unsuccessful and options are limited in dry season”
“we believe that providing a solution with multiple streams of income (monetizing technologies) is an opportunity
because gives you the ability to give things away for free.. and give transformation to these areas”
“we believe that using solar technologies is an opportunity because it is a reliable resource all year round
2.0 CONCEPTUAL & FORMAL DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Idea Generation
Preliminary prototypes:
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IDEA#1 – Concentrated Solar Pipe
Users:
family/community
Need being Addressed: Potability

Pros

Cons

Questions

Usage transparent to the user.

Only kills bacteria.

Direct impact to the final user
purifying water
Integration with existing products.

Maintenance of the device.

What is the maximum temperature that the oil can
reach?
What is the maximum speed that the water can flow
through the pipe?

IDEA#2– “Drops” Platform
Users:
school children, NGOs, funders
Need being Addressed: Accessibility, awareness
Pros

Cons

Questions

Empower the people

Stolen Damaged

Schools will use it?

Real needs, direct contact
More work for NGOs
Health Info + news for locals

Short term solutions
Connectivity

Kids will talk?
Easy to manage?

IDEA#3 – Underground Mapping
Users:
NGOs, Governments
Need being Addressed: Accessibility
Pros

Cons

Questions

Ideas

The technology is there

It is expensive

What technologies are currently being
used? (just geological analysis?)

We understand more the user
Neutral political motivations

Will we be allowed to

Consider using correlation
of different data sets
Using cheap sensors
Info only to locals

IDEA#4 – “Make” water (condensation)
Users:
family/community
Need being Addressed: Accessibility & potability
The humidity from night + the contrast of the sun in the morning generates drops of water | The distribution and
quantity of rocks function as a filter

Pros

Cons

Questions

cheap/affordable.

rocks need to be protected in the
day in order to avoid evaporation.

How effective would it be? How much water?
Slow in function?
Easy to Make?

Can be done with local materials
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IDEA#5 – Monitoring Water
Users:
NGOs, community leaders, family (with SMS)
Need being Addressed: Accessibility
only 22% wells fully functioning | wasting time in dry season because of uncertainty

Pros

Cons

Questions

Ideas

Definitely feasible

Potential technical difficulties

Help NGOs with
well sustainability
C@MON at VERN
applicable

Maintenance requirements

1) what to sense, 2) sensitivity
level, 3) robustness
When to replace sensors?

Smartphones not common

Will it be accepted?

Use source as info point
(-) more tech, increase cost
Use people as sensors
(-)mentality of sharing info, consider incentives
Use SMS

Funding requirements
Potentially stolen/destroyed

Awareness of internet?
Who is the authoritative body?

2.2 Idea Prioritization
We based our decision on the size of the impact that we could create. After developing techniques such
as the priorization matrix, the supider graph and the positioning map we concluded that the best solution
would be the Wells Remote Monitoring.
1
10
8
7

2

6
4

Solar Pipe

2

Soap Idea

0
6

3

5

Water
Monitoring

4
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2.3 Problem Redefinition – Our Focus
In exploring many different ideas that address these problems, we found out that many ideas had already been
done by someone else. At some point, we asked ourselves: with so many solutions out there, why hasn’t the water
problem been solved yet? To find out, we looked into the most common solution donated; wells.

Wells are the most common and most sustainable source of water, however 78% of them are not fully functioning
in Ghana; 30% are not functioning at all, while 48% are only partially functioning. This is especially significant since
they are also expensive, so when they’re not working they’re wasted money.
We discovered that fixing a well is on average 9X cheaper than digging a new one
This means that fixing a well has 9x the impact as building a new one!
“How might we improve public health by providing safe access to water?”
“How might we prevent water-borne diarrhea diseases by providing access to potable drinking water?”
“How might we improve access to potable drinking water by improving access to existing solutions?”

[R33]
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3.0 PROJECT PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION
Our solution is focused on monitoring and maintaining water points in northern Ghana. The more we focused
on the well maintenance problem, common themes kept coming up, which are crucial for the ability to keep
wells working. Without them, long-term sustainability of maintenance is not possible. We discovered that all
these elements must be tackled together, as a water monitoring ecosystem, to make sure there is water
always.

3.1 Our Approach: The Water Monitoring Ecosystem
This is a more detailed representation of our model, showing the main elements:

Maintenance will be carried out through the sensors and plumbers network just described. However, for the
maintenance to be sustainable, the rest of the parts of the model are necessary.
Spare Parts Supply Chain - Knowing that spare parts shops are difficult to find in the northern region, we plan to
have a pick-up point in Tamale, the capital of the Northern region, which will provide technicians with spare parts
and tools needed for repair. We plan to use statistical optimization tools to set safety stock levels and minimize
costs.
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Long-Term Finance – there has been evidence in case studies that show that when communities are provided
reliable water service, then their willingness to pay increases. This is where our community financing transition
model will come in; it will make sure communities will pay for affordable maintenance in the long term, but will
be transitioned into a payment and service model that is reliable in phases. It will also serve as a long term exit
strategy for funding NGOs.
Community Engagement –we hope to engage the community by providing them with the information needed
about the condition of nearby water sources, through the information point (placed with water group assigned
wells), and through a mobile information request (voice)
3.2 Technologies: Sensors, Platform, Information Point
Although this seems complicated, it isn’t. Our solution is based in two simple parts: a sensor network to detect
which wells are not functioning and a platform to deliver this information to those interested (or for
maintenance or for knowledge).

Main users: NGOs, community, local technicians
Description: place sensors in water sources (dams, wells,), that collect data about water quality, quantity and
any functionality problems in the case of wells. This information will be summarized in a map or sent by SMS
if requested.
• A platform (website/app) will provide the information from the sensors to a network of Technicians, and
will also link the Technicians with spare parts distributors and solar solutions. Furthermore, it will connect
communities with NGOs for funding maintenance/rehabilitation projects
• An information point will summarize information about availability of water in nearby sources, and link
the community to the Technicians network
SENSORS
The idea is to place a sensor in each well that collects information about the functionality of
the well. With some simple and cheap technology, we are able to sense if the well is broken
or not, how many people use it (or try to unsuccessfully), and the salinity of the
water. The information is sent by sms to our platform.
We plan to apply C2MON, an infrastructure monitoring technology used at CERN, which
will allow us to gather a big amount of real time information from our sensors, and
organize and analyze it efficiently into the platform; making the information accessible to the communities and
the NGOs involved. The sensors were originally planned to be powered by solar panels. Following the feedback
received during the prototype exhibition at CERN IdeaSquare, we are now considering using energy harvesting
technologies, such as mechanical energy from using the pump, or from the water flow. Although the system won’t
be as compact, it would be worth doing to avoid the risk of the sensors being damaged (in attempts to steal the
solar cells).
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PLATFORM
EXAMPLE: Fuseini is a local plumber for whom we have created more work
through our system. All he has to do is to register in our platform…
Once registered, Fuseini will have access to the information in the database
gathered by our sensors, be able to consult each well and its state, and choose
to repair one if he desires with indications on how to repair and where to find
the spare part.
Once our sensors senses that a broken well has been fixed, Fuseini gets paid!
It would be like Uber for plumbers.
In order for Fuseini to get paid, we need the second part of our platform, which are the contributors.
Contributors can also register on the platform and have access to the same info. However, contributors are small
or large donators and NGOs.
The contributors will now have real time info on how a project is going and at what stage it is in, making it now
much more transparent to donate and see real results.
INFORMATION POINT
There will be an information point located at a central place in some villages. Using different LEDs it will display
the status of the surrounding wells: a green light shows that the well is working properly, an orange light shows
that there is a salinity problem in the well and finally, a red light shows that the well doesn’t work at all. This
information point can contain in the future solar cells on top of it to allow recharging mobile phones.

3.3 Technical Report
We can find below a general scheme of our solution:
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WELL
The majority of the pumps in Africa are hand pumps. To detect if a hand pump is fully functioning or not we need
to go there, try to pump water shaking the handle and check if we obtain water from inside or not when doing it.
As our idea was to monitor the performance of the wells remotely, our best idea was to use local people as testers.
They go every day to collect water in the different wells that they have. Why don’t we detect when this people is
trying to get water from this wells, and while they are doing it, we sense if there is water flowing inside the pipe
or not? This way we would be able to detect if the wells are working or not by just analyzing the results that local
people obtain every day when they go to collect the water. It is an easy way, quick and objective.

Sensors
Detecting movement: The Accelerometer
The easiest way to detect people trying to pump water at the well is placing an accelerometer and detecting the
movement of the well. When the well is standing alone, with no one moving it, the accelerometer detects a still
state, with only the vibration of the wind and other minimal movements. But when someone is trying to get water
from it, to get the water they need to shake the handle, and when doing it, they are creating an intense vibration
in the well that the accelerometer can easily detect and differentiate from the static movement.
So just analyzing the movement of the well we can know if there is someone trying to get water or not. If the well
is still, there is no one, and if the well is shaking, there is someone trying to get water from it.
In the prototype, we used a MPU6050 plugged in and Arduino board. We placed it in the hand pump and we
started analyzing its output. We can see the result in the graphic below “Accelerometer data”. There is a huge
difference between “still” and “use” states. But here comes the interesting part. We needed to use the
information of the well to know when to sense the water flow inside the pipe. So we needed to take a real time
decision. We needed to start collecting data from the accelerometer and at some point we needed to detect:
Hey! There is someone shaking the handle of the well, let’s see if there is water flowing or not!
So what we did was to create a sliding window, to make a robust algorithm (imagine that someone moves the
hand pump by accident without wanting to get water, we would be detecting that the well is not working, or just
imagine that by a mistake of the accelerometer it gives us a peak in one specific moment, we want a robust
algorithm, not to detect this mistakes) and a threshold. With the sliding window what we do is to make sure that
the vibration produced is constant and coherent with the movement of someone shaking the handle. And then
when this vibration passes the threshold we detect that there is someone trying to pump water and when it is
below, we detect that the movement has stopped.
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Temperature sensor
Once we were able to know if there was someone trying to get water, it was time to
detect water flow inside the main pipe of the hand pump.

To detect the flow we used a temperature sensor. The underground water is cold, or
at least colder than the atmosphere temperature of Ghana. So our idea was to detect
water flow by measuring the temperature inside the pipe. If the temperature changes
when shaking the handle, means that there is water flowing inside the pipe. If the
temperature remains the same, there is no water flowing and thus, the well is not
working.
To create this temperature sensor, we used a self-heating thermistor.
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Conductivity
The last sensor that we implemented was a salinity sensor. We know the
important role that salinity plays in the water safety. Ghanaians prefer to
drink water from the river (that it is much more polluted than the wells,
cleanest source possible), than from the wells when they taste salty. So
that’s why we wanted to be able to check which wells are salty and which
wells are not. To give this info to local people to go to non-salty wells but
also to implement salinity solutions for the taste in these wells.

To measure salinity, we used a conductivity sensor. Conductivity measurements are used routinely in many
industrial and environmental applications as a fast, inexpensive and reliable way of measuring the ionic content
in a solution.
Basically, the electric conductivity is not the same with salty water than with just water, so with just measuring
the resistance of the solution between two electrodes we can know if the water is salty or not.
We implemented a conductivity sensor to measure salinity with the simplest possible way: just using two screws!
When implementing this sensor, we realized that we had redundancy. The conductivity of the air is obviously not
the same as the water, so at the same time that we are measuring if the flowing water is salty or not, we are
detecting if there is flow of water or not. So at the end we had two different sensors telling us if the well was
working or not and one of them also telling us the salinity of the water.
Having redundancy is perfect because if the data obtained with two completely different methodologies is the
same, we can be surer that the decision taken is correct. But at the same time it allows us to see that maybe with
just the conductivity sensor and the accelerometer would be enough to know the performance of the well.

Communication
The well will be the basic source of information of the whole system. The data acquired by the sensors will be sent
using SMS through a GSM modem. This communication protocol technology has been chosen because it can be
used in any cellular network independently of its generation and ensures a broad signal coverage.
In the prototype, in order to achieve the desired behavior, the official GSM Arduino shield has been used. The
GSM libraries provided by Arduino were used.
In the future implementation, a standalone modem GSM will be integrated in the final PCB.
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BACKEND
The information that is sent by the well has to be properly managed and stored in order to provide it to the
platform and the information points.
SMS provider
The SMS provider is used in order to receive the different SMS in the cloud and redirect them to our application.
In the prototype, the chosen provider was Twilio. The main reason for this decision was the wide range of libraries
that they provide to use their services in your applications. In the prototype, when an SMS was received by Twilio,
it made an HTTP GET to our desired java servlet application that was hosted in Amazon Web Services.
SMS parsing application
The main purpose is to parse the received SMS and react to them properly. We can receive different message
from the well:




Well information: It will contain the well id number as well as several statistics: people who have
used the well, average salinity of the water and an estimation of the liters that have been
extracted.
Well warning: This message will basically contain the id of the well that is not working.

When we receive an information message, we will update the statistics in the database. Moreover, we will check
if the salinity is a problem or if the well was previously not working. In any of these two cases, if the status of the
well has changed we will look at the data base to which information points this well correspond and we will send
and SMS to them with the updated information.
If we receive a warning message from a well, we will check if it is the first one. If so, we will also update the
information points linked to this well with to display that the well is not working.
Finally, the last message that can be receive is the initialization message from the information points. When this
are turned on, they request the status of all the wells that they have. The application looks for the status of the
different wells at the data base and sends an SMS to the information point with that information.
Data Base (C2MON)
All the information generated by the sensors is stored into a Database. In the prototype, the SMS parsing
application was the responsible to create statistics and store only the relevant information. However, in the final
implementation C2MON would be used. This will allow us to store directly all the data and letting the system
mange properly all the statistics.
INFORMATION POINT
The technology at the information point will be very simple. It will only have small microprocessor, an Arduino in
the prototype, with a GSM module attach. Therefore, it will only have to turn on or off the different LEDs according
to the information that it is received through SMS.
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3.4 Final Prototypes
Our Prototype
We showed a working prototype of:
 a sensor fitted on a manual handpump, which displayed information on a nearby screen indicating its status;
the data was being updated with every use
o if there was water produced, “well working” was displayed, but when a broken pump was simulated
(by cutting off water flow in the closed system constructed), “well not working” was displayed.
o the number of times that the pump was attempted after the failure is shown on the screen, until the
water flows from the pump again
o the total number of times that the handpump was used was shown
 Information point prototype, showing map of location of wells, with red and green LED
lights on each point, showing if it’s working or not; Only 1 of the lights in the prototype
worked, receiving an sms text from the sensor with the information, which causes the
light to either turn off if the well is not working, or light if it is
The expected final day of our project took place the evening of December 10.
It was so exciting to see that after so many days of struggle had served to get to real success!
Our exhibition took place in the second floor of Idea Square. Through a set in Africa tour, earth-colored walls and
rocky texture propose our idea to project.
All information was on vericales white polypropylene exhibitors , a total of eight and a top light in each to enhance
the exposure information .
We present the final full-size prototypes worked, what made people empathize more and better understand the
solution we propose .
It was nice to see that the project we have been working on it had finally a shape and a scenario with sense and
what is more, people interested in.
Feedback:
 from Vetle Nilsen: probably we only need about $10,000 for the first year, to install only a few sensors
and test
 from Luis Vives: reverse the incentive approach - technicians should be paid if it works, not if it's broken need to have economic incentive to keep it fixed instead of broken. Suggestion: need to define areas, then
assign one plumber to 2-3 areas - they stop getting paid when wells break - can do an experiment to test
this. If community paying, need economic incentives to keep properly working. Ex. if in 3 years there's no
break, the 4th year's maintenance is for free
 partner with well producers to incorporate the sensors in the wells directly; will help avoid need to expose
it and so risk of it being damaged/stolen - it should be as hidden as possible. also, when outside, important
to take into account weather considerations ("IP protection") ie protection against dust, salt, and water worst "enemies" of equipment.
 consider using mechanical energy from level motion/water instead of solar (to be able to keep sensor
hidden and protected)
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4.0 BUSINESS MODEL & FINANCIALS
Learn from others long experience in the water sector, and use their frameworks as the basis of our models,
wherever relevant.
Lean Business Model Canvas in APPENDIX 9
4.1 Problems Addressed & Existing Alternatives
Location
Welldone
Oxford mw4d, smart
pumps
Water point mapping
The water project
SMARTer WASH
Water for Good
Vergnet*
Living Water Africa**
World Vision
Jual Group

Build
wells

Kenya

Maintenance
programs
X

…

Spare parts Infrastructure Funding
supply
monitoring
X
x

…
…
Ghana
…

X (?)
west africa, Bangladesh, X
Mozambique, Vietnam
…

Ghana & other
Accra, Ghana

x
x

X
X
X

x
X
X

x
X
X

X

x
x
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*tablet-enabled reporting system.: track the kinds of parts that are needed for rehabs .. working to streamline supply chain
Vergnet Hydro installed 1,492 pumps since 1984
**secure its future by setting up a local committee who manage a savings account, setting aside small amounts of cash for well
maintenance.

Welldone is the closest competition
Other: word of mouth, water point mapping,
4.2 Partnerships
TECHNICIANS NETWORK
Local Technicians - to increase customer base and work cost-effectively (multiple communities/visit, spare parts),
reliable payment through platform
(+) trained in vocational institutes to ensure sufficient skill level, and minimize training costs
“There are over 30 Technical Institutes in Ghana – at least two in each of Ghana’s 10 regions. These institutes
currently produce technicians who manage various water systems in Ghana particularly for the Ghana Water
Company Limited.” [R20]
>3 National Vocational Training Institute (NVTI) found in Northern Ghana are located in Tamale. APPENDIX4contact details
>In long term, train to deal with salty well water by building solar still, or installing new water system technology
MOBILE SERVICE PROVIDER(S)
Mobile payments, reward programs (technicans, community)
SUPPLY CHAIN FACTORS
The government establishes which pump models can be installed. Curently 4 models, mostly manufactured in
india: India Mark II (most popular one), Afridev, Vergnet, Nira . we tried contacting all the major pump
manufactures, but none have responded to our requests for information. Will need to go through NGO partners
networks to create supply chain links
Refer to APPENDIX4-contact details , and APPENDIX5 for list of most common spare part items and kits for pumps
 Spare part for TWO years operation of India Mark II/EDW =$18
 IM II Special Tool Kit =$77
 IM II Standard tool kit= $61
Potential pump manufacturers and distributors we could work with, details listed in APPENDIX4.
Pump
Manufacturer/distributor
country
Ghana-modified India Type 2 Ajay Industrial Corporation Ltd.
India
pump+AFIDEV
ND-TECH SERVICES
India
Aov International
India
apexint
India
NIRA pumps
Tanzania & Finland
VERGNET HYDRO
VERGNET HYDRO (Manufac
France
Joissam Gh. Ltd (distributor)
Accra, Ghana
We will aim to work with Pump distributors aligned with our values/objectives.. sustainability,.. use of solar ex.
Solar pumps africa-can add link to their inquiry sheets in the platform
FUNDING PARTNERS
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Based on our research and interviews, Water Aid, DANIDA, and UNICEF. We haven’t approached any of the
organizations yet, but our contacts in Ghana have encouragingly told us that once we show them our solution
they will certainly show interest.
“I will show you the platforms where you can share the information so that all government partners into WASH
in Ghana will become aware of that, and many people will show interest in it.. like the New Energy, WaterAid,
UNICEF and their supporters”
IMPLEMENTATION PARTNERS
we think Water is Life would be willing to work with us, because of the support they have given us so far. Since
they work closely with Water4, we think they would also be interested to partner with us. Finally, we hope to
partner with the SMARTerWASH project; It is a joint initiative led by IRC International Water and Sanitation Centre,
mapping water service points and their condition, but they are monitoring and updating data manually. We
believe that we can be mutually beneficial to each other, and that our objectives are aligned.
Scheme Ownership / WP Management by(Tanzania)… VWC (Village Water Committee), WUG (Water User
Group), WUA (Water User Association), Company, Trust, Water Board, Parastatal, Private individual, Other…
>> WATSAN in our case? >> use smarterwash model

4.3 Customer Segments

Early Adopters
Potential

Contributors
Community
(NGOs, individual Donors)
Water is Life, akvoFlow (SMARTerWASH)
Water group
The Water Project, IRC WASH, We are water, WaterAid, community members
World Vision …

Send info regularly to keep donors involved.
CHANNELS: 1) Platform for NGOs & plumbers – info & response system, 2)Info point in community, mobile info
request, mobile payments
4.4 Unique Value Proposition
Our solution will be useful for: NGOs/donors, community members
NGOs/DONORS - to monitor existing projects, measure impact (transparent reporting), and find new projects.
This is done by providing: 1) reliable real-time info about past well/dam projects in remote areas; 2)neutral
reporting (vs.manual), 3)standardized info, 4) link to high-impact projects in communities (ex.repair payment)
Specifically, value propositions for…
SMARTerWASH (IRC&CWSA) -Aligned objectives: Mobile monitoring of rural water and sanitation services that
last- ensures monitoring information is effectively used to keep water and sanitation services working. >> we
improve the monitoring part, they focus on having the information used effectively
Our solution adds value by providing them with more reliable and up-to-date data, instead of relying on manual
collection, which is prone to human error and requires more resources and time:
1. Build on their existing model, and offer improvements: auto data input to DiMES* system, instead of manual
data collection. Specifically:
- data cleaned – using AkvoFLOW dashboard & Excel,
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- data on water facility functionality updated manually by communities using mobile phone
- SkyFox follows (calls & SMS): organize payments, spare parts ordering, book mechanic & delivery
*Ghana’s national water database- generates reports on district, region & national level

2. cost saving – Costs per monitoring round per district [R8]
Costs of equipment (Six phones per district)
Costs of training of data collectors
Costs of data collection (fuel, per diems, etc.):
Monitoring of data collection:
Costs of data cleaning, processing and analysis:
Total costs per district:
This excludes: cost of AKVO-FLOW instance
*annual subscription fee
*personnel costs of the district level staff
(6 local government staff, 25 days each)
*personnel costs of the regional staff (one person, 10 days per district)

$ 660
$ 570
$ 4,025
$ 1,154
$ 1,376
$ 7,785

X
X
x

covered
by
local
government
covered by CWSA

X: we can eliminate/minimize this cost, instead only pay subscription fee, significant cost saving ~$6,555 per
monitoring round per district
3. can help with their main challenges: 1) project funds, 2) capacity finance, logistics, skills – through our finance
transition model, supply chain connections, and technicians networks
The Water Project – rely on reporting from local partners >> have changed partners previously, so neutral
reporting reduces risk of needing to change, and standardizes information and improves its accuracy >> aligned
with their objectives “transparent reporting of impact “
CWSA – aligned with their objectives by ensuring “that satisfactory performance levels are achieved and
maintained, and enhancing transparency and accountability within the rural sector’.”
irc wash – through our platform and analysis tools of C2MON, we can help identify patterns in data which could
provide insights into the research areas they recommend/need of, which are:
- relationship between the payment method, functionality and reliability
- the efficiency and acceptability of different payment schemes and their effect on revenue generation
would provide insights into the level of cost recovery from the users.
COMMUNITY MEMBERS - to meet maintenance needs, the rehabilitation of water points, engagement
in community improvements, and save time in dry season by avoiding sources with no water. This will be done by
providing: 1) access to funds for repairs, 2)transition to long term maintenance financing model, 3) information
about availability of water in nearby sources
In the long term, solar in info point as source to power phones (significant because 70% rural have no electricity)
High-level Concept: *uber for technicians, *Supply chain mngmt for wells, *Ushahidi for water

4.5 Revenue Streams
Potential revenue streams:
1. To Start: Funding partners (ex. DFID for mw4d), Grants & donations, consider mobile service provider (ex.
Vodafone/MTN) as investor
“On average, every US dollar invested in water and sanitation provides an economic return of $8” [Water4]
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2. NGOs - info service subscription
3. Financing transition to community maintenance funding program - free trial period, then monthly payments
from each community. Collected by main community water management body(CWSA?), and paid through
mobile payment module
- Still need to study and determine payment method for our solution: pay as you fetch/Monthly payment
[refer to APPENDIX7 for study on functionality and reliability vs. payment method in 4 districts in Ghana,
byirc wash]
- In villages that used fixed monthly fees, the most common rates were US$0.11 and US$0.22 per month.
In villages using pay-by- the-bucket, the most common charges per 20-liter container were US$0.01 or
less. [R35]
- boreholes installed by the district assembly or by NGOs. Most of these charge a rate of GHS 0.05 (US
$0.02) per 18L, in theory to cover repairs and maintenance; [R35]
Proof of revenue potential, if service is reliable- Evidence from case studies suggest:
- “where tariffs are affordable and enforced, consumers show a high willingness to pay for improved levels
of service” [Safe Water Network]
- “Users living in the district with the highest functionality (85%) were generally paying for water and more
is spent on the recurrent costs of service provision with respect to both (operation and
minormaintenance) and (expenditure on direct support costs). “
- ”Dramatic advances in service reliability improve community payment behavior.” [R13]
4. In the long term: solar charged info point can become a revenue stream by being a power station for cell
phones…
5. In LT consider Ghana water company as partner/revenue source, or charging small fee to plumbers as
subscription
Expected Annual revenue from community
“Among the VWCs in Ghana that did collect revenue from households, those in Volta reported collecting an
average of US$169 annually from households (versus US$173 in Brong Ahafo). Revenues of this magnitude should
be sufficient to pay for routine operations and maintenance, but not major repairs. However, the range of revenue
collections reported by these VWCs was very wide, with some committees saying they collected less than US$1
from all households during the entire year and others reporting household contributions above US$2000.” [R35]
4.6 Cost Structure
See Financials.xls for assumptions
*Software development + maintenance, Sensors & electronics (antennas,..) + maintenance, Mobile connection
plan
*Materials & labor for installation (plumbers network), Business development dpt
*partner with hardware manufacturer, make app free
*East Gonja (Northern): 63% functionality, $15 avg operating expense/year
Mobile Payments
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Typical cost of drilling borehole and installing pump = US$10,000 – 12,000. [R35]
Repair costs: $2,300 to completely repair the pump (water for good) [R24], £1,000 to repair the well [living water
africa]
Based on figures from East Gonja district in the Northern region, per facility per year: [R35]
*Average OpEx - per facility per yr = $15
*Expenditure on district level support-per facility = $117
>> will need to study this further, verify assumptions
4.7 Key Metrics
*social impact: #ppl using maintained wells, # benefiting from new platform projects
cost 1 new well = 9 well rehabs >> 9x the impact, 1 well ~300ppl
*# wells alerted vs. #maintained
*Downtime of wells (days)
*Number of new projects through platform
Current maintenance data... [R35]
 Breakdowns were fixed on average in Ghana in 18 days
 Villages in Ghana are on average located 15 km from the urban centers where the area mechanics live and
work. Moreover, many households have little cash to spare and cash flow is irregular and highly seasonal.
 Stroke test: In order for a point source to pass this test, it should take a maximum of 40 strokes to fill a size 34
bucket (18 litres) within 1 minute for Afridev and Ghana Modified India Mark II and 30 strokes for Nira AF-85
handpump (three of the four handpumps in Ghana).
 Leakage test: In order to pass the leakage test, water should flow within 5 strokes, when pumping is resumed
after 5 minutes rest following the stroke test
4.8 Unique Advantage





Reliable connection in remote areas
flexible ability to process and report information
Up-to-date information about status of water sources >> faster response
maintenance service affordability (due to supply chain cost savings, and financing setup with donors through
the platform/app)
 Long term solution to role of supply chain management of spare parts, provides funding transition and donor
exit strategy (platform), and link to spare parts distribution network
”Water service monitoring innovations inform a professional maintenance model.” [R13]

4.9 Financials
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Annual Profit & Loss Account
Euros

2016

2017

2018

REVENUE
NGO donations
individual donors
NGO subscription fee

90000
22800
18000

180000
45600
60000

260000
228000
90000

mobile subscription cost (later will add MTN &
Tigo M2M)
Transportation cost paid to plumber (fuel)
Sensors Maintance
Fundraising expenses
Info pt Maintance
application/website development
acquisition & training costs-plumbers
installation team training
Maintance spare parts cost

500
566,88
1.862
20000
885
2.300
1900
285
8503,2

500
1237,2
6.517
10000
3.825

500
1907,52
19.551
7000
7.575

2850
570
18558

4750
855
28612,8

Gross Margin

93.998

241.543

507.249

Rent - pick-up point
Overheads (fixed costs)
EBITDA
Depreciation & Amortization
Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)
Interest expense (7%)
Earnings before taxes (EBT)
Taxes (30%)
Earnings after taxes (EAT)

360
111837,6
-18.200
0
-18.200
0
-18.200
0
-18.200

360
210744
30.439
74
30.364
0
30.364
0
30.364

360
237650,4
269.238
261
268.978
0
268.978
80693,28
176.120

See Finacials.xls for detailed information
Too many assumptions to get accurate estimations

4.10

Roll-Out Plan

1) we will begin by holding a Stakeholder engagement meeting in Ghana, to introduce our project
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2) Next, we will confirm our Partnerships with NGOs, Mobile service providers, Vocational institutes, and supply
chain players.
3) The Starting Data that we will use will be from the SMARTerWASH project
- Number of wells: 36,812 mapped by smarterwash
- Ex. Data Entry Form from water point mapping.org (refer to APPENDIX-data)
General Data:
o About location - Date of record, RegionVillage Longitude, DistrictVillage
Latitude, WaterVillage registration no , Sub village [R7]
o About well- WP name, GPS waypoint Number, Scheme name, WP Longitude, WP Longitude,
Funder, Installer, Elevation, Year constructed, WP Photo ID[R7]
4) In parallel, we will need to Hire & Train the Installation team, who will be responsible to install sensors, and
train the technicians for more advanced applications
5) Final step in our roll-out would be to Install the Sensors. We will then assess our successes and challenges,
and adapt our model accordingly.

Very important: how we engage all stakeholders in Ghana
4.11

Scaling Up & Potential future Applications

We believe our model is scalable and can be adapted to different applications in the future.
”An output-based payment framework is outlined as a scalable and replicable model.” [R13]
•
•
•
•

Follow SMARTerWASH scaling up plan (baseline data)
Sensors in other sources (dams, rivers)
Connecting to solar solutions, and other (ex. Distribution)
Potential:
• Ghana: 36,812 water service points mapped so far
• Africa ~ ??
• 50,000 water supply points not functioning across rural Africa [IIED]

(2014)



Scaling up: Potential new …: more complex systems, ex. Safe water stations
Potential challenges: For managing large systems:

>>Data All filled out manually currently by waterpointmapping.org, so we will be able to use it as baseline data..
to be considered if we scale up (Tanzania) or if they start working in Ghana
 the distribution of boreholes across all regions in Ghana as of 2010 [CWSA]:
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POTENTIAL FUTURE APPLICATIONS
For example, placing sensors in other water sources, such as dams, or monitoring the functionality of other
solutions, such as water treatment systems. In these cases, our model will provide an ecosystem to speed up repair
Mostly in developing world
… and financing when required
Sensors in other existing solutions (ex. “SUNSPRINGTM - A Solar Powered Microbiological Water Treatment
System” by Water is Life…)
Sanitation
Bridges
Factory machinery

5.0 ROLES OF EXTERNAL EXPERTS

See Full contact list in appendix 14
CERN TECHNOLOGY LINKS

1.

Possible Questions
If we need electricity, how can we store it?

2.

Power converter with integrated
energy storage
Flame Detector

3.

Thermally insulatable vessel

4.

CRISTAL

5.

Thermal Management Materials

6.

Evacuable Flat Panel Solar Collector

7.

3D Magnetic sensor calibrator

How do we detect underground water?

8.

Gas Electron Multiplier

9.

Integrated CO2 cooling system

How do you know the humidity level?
How much humidity do you need to get
water? How can water be condensate?
How do we change water from one state to
another?

10. Evacuable Flat Panel Solar Collector
11. Rapid bellows compression tool

http://knowledgetransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfer/external-partners/power-converter-with-integratedenergy-storage
http://knowledgetransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfer/external-partners/flame-detector
http://knowledgetransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfer/external-partners/thermally-insulatable-vessel
http://knowledgetransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfer/external-partners/cristal
http://knowledgetransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfer/external-partners/thermal-management-materials
http://knowledgetransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfer/external-partners/evacuable-flat-panel-solar-collector
http://knowledgetransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfer/external-partners/3d-magnetic-sensor-calibrator
http://knowledgetransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfer/external-partners/gas-electron-multiplier

http://knowledgetransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfer/external-partners/integrated-co2-cooling-system
http://knowledgetransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfer/external-partners/evacuable-flat-panel-solar-collector
http://knowledgetransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfer/external-partners/rapid-bellows-compression-to
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Building network of contacts

Local contacts- feedback we valued extremely, especially based on the fact that we were very far from our final
user and so we needed people to test our hypotheses and help us on the field.
LEFT is Idrissu, the Country Director for WATER IS LIFE in Ghana. Through Water is Life, he works closely with
several NGOs and communities.
IDDRISU
AZIZ
BOARE
Ghana Country Director
Iddrisu carries a B.A. in Integrated Development Studies, with an emphasis in Social and Development Admin.
Iddrisu was the President of Student Leadership during his school tenure and a recipient of the World Trust
Foundation Young Leader Award. Iddrisu has been integral in the development of community-driven integrated
water, sanitation and hygiene programs in northern Ghana, working in partnership with WATERisLIFE since 2010.
Iddrisu has a passion and drive to help his community and his country. He is one of Ghana's young leaders to keep
an eye on, and we are honored to have him steering our work in Ghana.
RIGHT is Ernest Asoi who is a headmaster in Chereponi in northern Ghana and involved in several community
development projects.
Nelson Gomonda: Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting Project Manager, worked for WaterAid before African
Ministers' Council on Water (AMCOW)
>>Feedback & contacts from Prototype Exhibition
Luis Vives –We will keep in contact with for feedback of further developments of business model
People who have expressed interest in collaborating
Contact made at the prototype exhibition:
Professor John Wood, Secretary General, The Association of Commonwealth Universities,
London, United Kingdom
Previous: European Commission, Imperial College London, Councii for the Central Laboratories
of the Research Councils
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Jouni Heinonen, Member of the Board, Enfucell (Soft Battery® – eco-friendly & flexible power
source, Geneva Area, Switzerland)
Current: Astera Solutions GmbH, Humatica AG, Enfucell Oy
Peggy Herth, Head of Internal Audit, International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
Dr. Andre Moreira, Investment Manager, BASF Venture Capital >> contact him when developed concept further,
and he will link us to the Gates foundation
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS & NEXT STEPS
In the last four months, we’ve built a strong network of contacts, in Ghana, in our universities, and with
organizations working in the water sector. Our next steps would be to finish verifying our assumptions, study and
formalize areas of our model we haven’t finished developing (such as mobile info request), and build our team on
the ground, starting by introducing Ernest and Iddrisu to each other.
FEEDBACK FROM PROTOTYPE EXHIBITION – change of approach to technicians network.. incentivizing repair
instead of break
To further develop the project, participating in conference
Verify Assumptions:
Engineering: mobile coverage,
Business:
- Funding partners (WaterAid, DANIDA)
- SmarterWASH would be willing on working with us
- quantity & distribution of info pts
- qty & distribution of sensors
- # NGOs that will subscribe to info service
- avg money donated by NGOs&donors
- technician availability, capacity & skill
- tool kit replacement frequency
Study & formalize:
1) Financing transition model
2) Partnership with Vocational institute
3) Partnership with Mobile service providers
4) Pick-up point & supply chain logistics
5) CWSA framework incorporation
6) Mobile info request (voice)
7) Marketing approach
Build the team
1) Introduce Ernest to Iddrisu
2) Stakeholder engagement meetings (WASH,CWSA,..) / present in next water conference
Although some points still need to be verified, we believe that Well2Go is a feasible project, that can improve
public health by providing safe access to water.
from the positive feedback received so far, and the willingness of our contacts in Ghana to continue to support
the project, we believe that this solution has promising potential for success.
We have a great opportunity to apply the infrastructure monitoring system being used at CERN, C2MON and we
believe this will give us a competitive edge
“when everything developed, we will set stakeholder engagement meetings or in the next conference… can put
it in Itinerary to present it to make sure everyone knows about it” Iddrisu-Water is Life
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7.0 LIST OF ATTACHED MATERIAL
Digital version of all the materials presented during the course should be attached in pdf, along with
a folder containing a selection of videos and photos of the process in high resolution.

1. Video
2. All presentations in one pdf
3. Photos and Videos
4. Posters from expo
5. Financials and assumptions
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1
Pathogens transmitted through drinking water[*3]
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Appendix 2

[*3]
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Appendix 3
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Appendix 4

REGIONAL HEADS OF INFORMAL APPRENTICESHIP - NORTHERN REGION (U. WEST/U. EAST) – 0244170699
SPARE PARTS SUPPLY
joissamghana@yahoo.com
info@ajayindustrial.com
soroosh@indtechservices.co.in
mail@apexint.org
eau@vergnet-hydro.fr
pekka.pyykonen@nira.fi
emm.ansah@yahoo.com
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
turer
Ghana-modified India Type 2 pump+AFIDEV
Ajay Industrial Corporation Ltd.
Address : 20/11, Site IV, Sahibabad Industrial Area
Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh 201010, India
Phone : +(91)-(120)-277 0679, 277 47 47
Fax : +(91)-(120)-2770629
Email : info@ajayindustrial.com, ajaypump@ajaycorp.com
ND-TECH SERVICES 2-132/4, Road No. 5, Shobhana Colony, Balanagar, Hyderabad – 500042, Telangana,
India Phone : 91-40-23770220 Mr.
soroosh@indtechservices.co.in

Soroosh

Fanaian

:

+91

-

9440499226

Email

:

Contact Details
Aov International
Devendra (Marketing Executive)
B-5, Sector-59
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Noida - 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India
Call Us:
(+91)-8447557223

Contact Us
Contact Person

Mr. Lalit Khanna (Chairman)
E-9, Site B, Surajpur Industrial Area
Factory Address 1
Greater Noida- 201 301, Uttar Pradesh, India
Factory Address 2 B-65, Street No.- 1, Dabri Industrial Area New Delhi - 110045, India
Office Address G-47, Sec-39 Noida, Uttar Pradesh, India
Phone
+(91)-(120)-2574851 / 2502754 / 4231851
Mobile No.
+(91)-9810047640 / 9811037640
Fax
+(91)-(120)-2500347
mail@apexint.org
E-mail
lalitkhanna@apexint.org
export@apexint.org
Call Us : +(91)-8588873242

NIRA
Tanira contacts
Tanira Ltd.
General Manager Albert F. Temu
P.O. Box 890
Neyrere Road
Dar Es Salam, Tanzania
Tel./Fax 255-22-2863851 / 2864573
Mobile +255-754-307 999
Email: tanira@tanira.org
International Sales (outside Africa)
Nira Pumps Oy, Finland
Sales Manager Pekka Pyykönen
Tel. +358 10 830 6700
Email: pekka.pyykonen@nira.fi
VERGNET HYDRO
6, rue Lavoisier, 45140 INGRE – FRANCE
Tel : +33 2 38 22 75 10
Fax : +33 2 38 22 75 22
Distributers:
Joissam Gh. Ltd
House No. 76, WINNEBA ROAD,OPPOSITE ODORKOR MTTU,ODORKOR,ACCRA GHANA.
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joissamghana@yahoo.com
Tel: 0302 326736
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Appendix 5

Spare part for TWO years operation of India Mark II/EDW consisting of the following (Pumps with GI
Pipes and MS Rods)
Sl.no.

Item

Specifications

Quantity

1

Hexagonal Bolts

M12x1.75x40

4

2

Hexagonal Nuts

M12x1.75

8

3

Hexagonal Bolts

M10x1.50x40

1

4

Nyloc Nut

M10

1

5

Handle axle

Stainless Steel

1

6

Washer for axle

7

Bearing

8

Spacer

1

9

Chain with coupling

1

10

Bolt for Front cover

M12x1.75x20

1

11

Pump Buckets

Nitrile

6

12

O Ring 54X3MM FOR CYLIDER

13

Rubber seating

Big

1

14

Rubber Seating

Small

1

15

SS.Hexagonal coupling

M12x1.75x50

4

1
6204Z

2

2

IM II Special Tool Kit consisting of the following.
Sl.no.

Qty.

1

Item
Heavy duty clamp

2

Connecting rod vice

1

1

61

3

Pipe lifting spanners

3

4

Water tank pipe lifter

1

5

Crank spanners (17x19)

2

6

Connecting rod lifter

1

7

Handle axle punch

1

8

Chain coupling supporting tool

2

9

Coupling spanner

1

10

Bearing pressing tool

1

11

Canvas bag

1

$77

IM II Standard tool kit consisting of the following:
Sl.no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Item
Button Die set for 12mm threads
Die set for 32mm NB pipe
Pipe wrench, 450mm
Pipe wrench, 600mm
Double ended open jaw spanner M12xM19
Adjustable spanner 250mm
Screw Driver, 300mm
Screw Driver 150m long
Hacksaw with blade, 300m & six(6)spare blades
File,flate for use on metal,250mm with wooden handle
Half round file,50mm with wooden handle
Ballpein hammer with handle (1 kg.)
Oil Can, pressure type ½ pint with oil

Qty.
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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14
15
16
17
18

Wire Brush with wooden handle
Centre punch
Nylon rope 3mm thick
Multi purpose Grease
Spirit Level

1
1
75mm
½ Kg.
1

$61

Appendix 6
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Appendix 7

[ From irc wash PDF]
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Appendix 8
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Appendix 9
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Appendix 10

Solar pipe

Social impact
Value
Suitable
Acceptable
Feasible
Enduring
Innovativeness
TOTAL

Soap

Water monitoring

Relevance

Relative

Weighted

Relative

Weighted

Relative

Weighted

7
1
2
6
3
4
5

8
2
8
5
6
9
3

56
2
16
30
18
36
15

7
2
7
2
7
7
6

49
2
14
12
21
28
30

8
4
8
9
7
6
6

56
4
16
54
21
24
30

41

173

38

156

48
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Appendix 11
Technologies/cleaning
abilities
Physica Coagulation
l
treatm
ent
Settling/Flot
ation

Filtration
(Media
o
membrane)

Electrodialys
is
Heat
treatment
Radiation
(UV)

Suspend
ed solids
x

Dissolved
solids
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

Acoustic

Chemic
al
Treatm
ent

Desinfection

Ozonation

x

Disinfection

Example
(Benchmark)
Convectional
pretreatment of water at
large scale.

Pros

Cons

Cheap

Convectional
pretreatment of water at
large scale.

Cheap

Widely used
technology,
efficient

x

Ceramic
Water
Purifier,
LifeStraw,
Filter
of
hope,
Reverse
Osmosis
systems,
Jal-TARA,
graphene filters
Membrane filtering

Only at large
scale and for
water
pre
treatment
Only at large
scale and for
water
pre
treatment
Need
maintance

x

Boiling, evaporation

x

Solar
(SODIS)

x

Acoustic cavitation

x

Common
chlorination, sodium
dichloroisocyanurate,
etc.
Adding ozone to
water.

x

disinfection

High
efficiency
Cheap, easy
to use
Cheap,
widely used
Production
and
laboratory
use
Cheap,
reliable

Efficient

expensive
Do not remove
sediments
Takes time to
disinfect
water

Can
be
dangerous for
health in big
quantities
Energy
needed,
do
not
remove
sediments
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Appendix 13
Organization
Water is Life

What they do
 The straw
 Filter systems
 Drilling
 Pumps
 Excavation
&
protection
 Drinkable book
 Sunspring – a solar
powered
microbiological
water treatment
system
 Community
initiatives
 Educational
programs
 Micro financing

Strategy
Integrated Approach
Through WATERisLIFE water, sanitation
and hygiene (WASH) Action Groups
(WAGS), build community relationships.
They create community profiles to
estimate needs and provide baseline data
in order to set clear goals for measurable
project outcomes.
Work closely with community and local
partners on collaborative initiatives.
Develop Community Action Plans to
create short-term and long-term water,
sanitation and hygiene solutions.

Partners
Governments,
other
NGOs, communities

Water4.org

Training and future support

No information

Safe Water
Network

Installing locally owned and
managed
Safe
Water
Stations

They train locals to drill water wells and
install hand pumps. As a result, these
trained teams have not only a vocation
and a means to provide for themselves
and their families, but also the tools and
skills to bring access to safe drinking
water to their own communities.
They provide the training, tools and
support to ensure the system can be
locally
managed
and
operated.
Customers pay a nominal amount to
ensure financial sustainability.
Strategy key points:
 Local Owner/Operator
 Active Consumer Base
 Maintenance Reserves
 Local Source Water
 Treatment Technology
 24/7 Technical Support
 Technical Services
 Quality Assurance
 Supply Chain Strengthening
 Remote Monitoring
 Business Analytics Platform
More integrated approach in order to
work with governments and improve not

WATERAID



Water
sanitations

and

Wide support not only in
terms of funding, but also
in terms of technological
solutions and data analysis




Comments
Ken Surritt is our
contact.
The
northern
Ghana
water,
sanitation
and
hygiene (WASH)
project
encompasses 290
communities with
an
estimated
262,720
beneficiaries,
including
309
schools
with
38,145 students.

In Ghana there
are 22 water
stations
and
119000
people
having access to
safe water.

Local NGOs
Local
Governments
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WATER.ORG







equipment
and
training supply
Involving
communities
in
political process in
countries to solve
sanitation
problems
Fundraising
Building wells
Fundraising
Microfinancing
Educational
programs

only sanitation, but also level of life in
countries.
Based on 4 pillars of improvement:
 Equality
 Sustainable Services
 Integration
 Hygiene




Water.org and partner organizations
work with communities to construct
wells, latrines and biosand filters in
Ghana as well as to provide health and
hygiene education.














Local Companies
H&M Conscious
Foundation
HSBC
Water
Programme

PepsiCo
Foundation
Caterpillar
Foundation
IKEA Foundation
Cartier Charitable
Foundation
Swiss
Re
Foundation
Anheuser-Busch
InBev
Helmsley
Charitable Trust
Bank of America
Foundation
Conrad N. Hilton
Foundation
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Appendix 14
Contactbook
Name

Info

Vettle

Knowledge Transfer CERN

Anders

Tecnological water purifying

Irene Bakic

Unicef water project

Viva Rio

Haiti business

Beatrice Bressan

Physics for society

Ernest
Debora

contact info (e-mail, phone#)

Contacte
d

1st
Interview

x

16.09.15

x

URGENT

Partnership with NGO

x

16.09.15

Tino´s Aunt

x

Pablo Garcia

x

15.09.15

Tuuli

x

16.09.15

Basiru

Albert´s friend

x

Roca
(Carlos
garriga)
Agbar

We are water

x

06.10.15

x

06.10.15

Jens Vigen

Libriary responsible

Habble

IED student from Morroco

Nelson

ANCOMW

x

17.09.15

Ken Surrittle

Water is life

Erik Harvey

Nelson´s contact

Syvian

Nelson´s contact

Ramon llonch

Artique Fondation

Tim Tsarfati

Knowledge Transfer

http://www.waterislife.com

x

x

x
x

x

International Geneva

http://www.geneve

x

Clear Water Initiative

x

World Health Organisation

http://www.clearwaterinitiative.org
/
https://www.waterforcambodia.org
/
http://www.euro.who.int/

UNICEF

http://www.unicef.org/

x

Water Aid

https://www.wateraid.org/

x

Charity Water

http://www.charitywater.org/

x

Helvetas

https://www.helvetas.org/

x

http://www.waterforpeople.org/

x

Water for Cambodia

planne
d
followup

18.09.15

x
x

Water.org
Water for people
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UN

x

Gates Foundation

www.gatesfoundation.org

x

We are water

http://www.wearewater.org/

x

Life Straw

x

UPC

x

25.09.15

Devy Simao
Eva Vidal
David Mazur
Maman

Italia

Anna Mujal

UPC (Sand Filter)

Marta Mercadal

UPC (Water supply project in
Argentina)
Active Africa - NGO, doing mostly
education
UN-Water

x

Iddrisu
Azizboare
Jorge Jodar

WaterisLife-Ghana country Director

x

Hydrologist UPC

X

Marc Sylvestre

Harvesting Rainwater Alliance

x

Marco Manca

Medicine CERN

X

Banasco

Fiaso Ghana Guy

x

Vessela Monta

Harvesting Rainwater Alliance

x

Elena Maleis
Callie Stinson

30.09.15

x

10/08/15

1st cern
week

With
Marc
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“You haven’t invented the wheel,
but you have made it spin”

Well2Go
Challenge Based Innovation @ Mediterranean 2015
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